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In contrast to frequent itemset mining (FIM) algorithms that focus on identifying itemsets
with high occurrence frequency, high-utility itemset mining algorithms can reveal the
most profitable sets of items in transaction databases. Several algorithms were proposed
to perform the task efficiently. Nevertheless, most of them ignore the item categorizations.
This useful information is provided in many real-world transaction databases. Previous
works, such as CLH-Miner and ML-HUI Miner were proposed to solve this limitation to dis-
cover cross-level and multi-level HUIs. However, the CLH-Miner has a long runtime and
high memory usage. To address these drawbacks, this study extends tight upper bounds
to propose effective pruning strategies. A novel algorithm named FEACP (Fast and
Efficient Algorithm for Cross-level high-utility Pattern mining) is introduced, which adopts
the proposed strategies to efficiently identify cross-level HUIs in taxonomy-based data-
bases. It can be seen from a thorough performance evaluation that FEACP can identify use-
ful itemsets of different abstraction levels in transaction databases with high efficiency,
that is up to 8 times faster than the state-of-the-art algorithm on the tested sparse data-
bases and up to 177 times on the tested dense databases. FEACP reduces memory usage
by up to half over the CLH-Miner algorithm.

� 2021 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Data mining plays an important role in the field of knowledge discovery. By scanning through a huge amount of data, data
mining algorithms can reveal useful pieces of information to users. The discovered knowledge, called itemsets, can help
understand the data and support decision-making for many real-world applications [1]. Different types of itemsets can be
found in various types of data. One of the most popular tasks of itemset discovery is frequent itemset mining (FIM, also
known as frequent pattern mining) [2]. Algorithms for that task find all sets of items that have an occurrence frequency
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(support) that is no less than a user-specified minimum support threshold in a transaction database. Apriori is a well-known
algorithm that was developed for this task [3]. Although it applies search space pruning properties to accelerate the itemset
mining process, Apriori performs poorly in many scenarios as it scans the database multiple times and can join numerous
itemsets to obtain larger itemsets. Several algorithms were subsequently designed to more efficiently discover frequent
itemsets, such as FP-Growth [4], Eclat [5], and LCM [6], which can achieve a considerable performance improvement. After
mining frequent itemsets, these latter methods can be used by a process called association rule mining (ARM) to derive asso-
ciation rules indicating strong associations between items.

Although FIM and ARM have been applied in many domains, they find itemsets mostly based on their occurrence frequen-
cies, and ignore other factors that can help evaluate an itemset’s importance such as its weight and profit. Based on this
observation, the problem of FIM was generalized as high-utility itemset mining (HUIM) [7,8]. In HUIM, each item contained
in a transaction is associated with two positive numeric values: an internal utility (or purchase quantity) and an external
utility (or unit profit). HUIM’s main goal is to identify the sets of items that have a high utility (yield the most profit) in a
quantitative transaction database.

As with FIM, HUIM utilizes a user-specified threshold to filter uninteresting itemsets. It is named the minimum utility
threshold and represents the least utility that an itemset must have to be considered a high utility itemset (HUI). Although
HUIM is a generalization of FIM, HUIM is more challenging than FIM since the utility function used to evaluate the impor-
tance of an itemset does not satisfy the downward closure property (also called the anti-monotonicity property) [9]. This
means that an itemset may have a utility that is smaller, equal, or greater than that of its subsets. Because efficient FIM algo-
rithms rely on the downward closure property to reduce the search space of itemsets, they cannot be directly applied for
HUIM. Hence, several dedicated HUIM algorithms were designed, such as Two-Phase [9], IHUP [10], UP-Growth [11], HUI-
Miner [12], d2HUP [13,14], FHM [15], EFIM [16], HMiner [17] and iMEFIM [18]. Although most of those algorithms are effi-
cient, they ignore the fact that items in transaction databases are often organized into categories and subcategories of a tax-
onomy. For instance, Fig. 1 shows a taxonomy of items sold in a computer store. The items Printer and Scanner are categorized
as Peripherals, while Laptop and Desktop are generalized as Computers. Moreover, Peripherals and Computers are subcategories
(specializations) of the more general Hardware category. A taxonomy can play an important role in mining itemsets in a
database, as it allows grouping items semantically in generalized itemsets, that is itemsets containing generalized items (cat-
egories). In Fig. 1, the generalized items are Hardware, Computers and Peripherals. Since traditional HUIM algorithms ignore
taxonomy information, they can only discover itemsets containing items appearing at the lowest level of the taxonomy tree
of a transaction database (Printer, Scanner, Laptop and Desktop). Thus, items such as Peripherals, Computers and Hardware can-
not be found in the output of these algorithms, even if they are HUIs.

Based on FIM and ARM, several algorithms have been designed that take taxonomy information into account and have a
wide range of applications [19–26]. Since the support (occurrence frequency) of itemsets is anti-monotonic, the proposed
approaches can efficiently find generalized itemsets. However, integrating taxonomy information in HUIM is much more
challenging, as the utility function does not respect the downward-closure property, especially regarding mining HUIs at dif-
ferent levels of abstraction. Recently, Cagliero et al. presented an algorithm named ML-HUI-Miner [27] to extract a novel
itemset type called Generalized HUIs (GHUIs) in transaction databases, that is itemsets that yield a high profit and can be
from different abstraction levels. In 2020, Fournier-Viger et al. defined a more general problem of mining cross-level HUIs
[28] and an algorithm named CLH-Miner [28]. CLH-Miner addresses some limitations of previous studies by proposing
new upper bounds on the utility and effective pruning strategies while allowing an itemset to mix items from different
abstraction levels. This allows finding interesting itemsets that ML-HUI Miner cannot discover. However, CLH-Miner has a
Fig. 1. A taxonomy tree of hardware devices.
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considerably longer execution time and consumes much more memory than ML-HUI Miner and HUI-Miner. To tackle these
challenges, this article presents a novel algorithm, named FEACP (Fast and Efficient Algorithm for Cross-level high-utility Pat-
tern mining), which adopts effective pruning strategies to mine cross-level HUIs.

This study is motivated by two observations about CLH-Miner. The first one is that CLH-Miner uses two upper bounds
(the remaining-utility and GTWU) to determine if an itemset should be extended, and thus reduce the search space.
Although these two upper bounds were used in several studies, a major drawback is that they are not tight enough. Hence,
many unpromising itemsets may not be eliminated from the search space. The second observation is that a modified version
of the original utility-list structure is used by CLH-Miner, namely the tax-utility-list. This structure has a high computational
cost for maintaining and extending itemsets.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

� Based on the concept of item taxonomy and item generalization, novel pruning strategies are presented, which rely on a
series of upper bounds and properties to discard unpromising itemsets [13,14,16]. They are also mathematically proved
to safely reduce the search space, which can considerably reduce the runtime and memory consumption.
� A method is proposed to compute the utility of generalized items at the same time as specialized items. It also helps to
accurately re-evaluate the upper bounds to prune cross-level candidates.
� An efficient algorithm is introduced, named FEACP, which relies on all the proposed techniques to mine cross-level HUIs
in taxonomy quantitative databases.

The remaining content of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature about HUIM. Section 3 pre-
sents the preliminaries and defines the problem of mining cross-level HUIs. Section 4 describes the proposed candidate
pruning strategies and the FEACP algorithm for mining cross-level HUIs. Section 5 then reports the results from an extensive
experimental evaluation. Finally, a conclusion is drawn and plans for future work are discussed in the last section.
2. Related work

Since the proposal of FIM in transaction databases, several algorithms have been presented to efficiently solve the prob-
lem [1,2,4], and these exploit the downward closure property of the support measure to reduce the search space. However,
FIM has the major drawback in that it ignores the importance as well as the purchase quantities of items in transactions.
Hence, FIM can find many itemsets that frequently appear in transactions but yield a low profit, while ignoring many infre-
quent itemsets that yield a tremendous profit.

This major drawback of FIM has been addressed by generalizing FIM to the more general problem of HUIM [7]. It consists
of finding itemsets with a high importance in terms of criteria such as weight or profit in transaction databases. As noted
above, HUIM is far more challenging than FIM because the utility measure does not satisfy the downward closure property.
Thus, a proper framework must be designed to effectively reduce the search space for mining HUIs. Several algorithms have
been introduced to efficiently solve the HUIM problem [29–31]. The first correct and complete HUIM algorithm was Two-
Phase [9], which introduced an upper bound on the utility, named Transaction Weighted Utility (TWU). It makes it possible
to safely ignore unpromising itemsets to accelerate the mining process [9]. However, Two-Phase can still have a long runtime
because it performs multiple database scans and can generate unpromising candidate itemsets. To further improve the effi-
ciency of HUIM, several algorithms extended the pattern growth model proposed by Han et al. [4], such as IHUP [10] and UP-
Growth [11]. Although they avoid the problem of generating unpromising candidates, these algorithms rely mainly on the
TWU measure for search space reduction. A problem with this measure is that it is considered a loose upper bound on the
utility, and thus often cannot reduce large parts of the search space.

In order to address this problem, several more effective pruning strategies and upper bounds were presented. In 2012, the
HUI-Miner algorithm introduced the concepts of the remaining utility upper bounds and utility-list structure [12]. At about
the same time, Liu et al. introduced the d2HUP [13] algorithm, which relies on the concept of database projection and upper
bounds such as the remaining utility and local utility and their pruning strategies. But in that paper, these upper bounds
were defined using different terminologies. These upper bounds and pruning strategies were later discussed in more detail
in a subsequent paper [14]. Without the need for a candidates generation phase, HUI-Miner and d2HUP are the first two
single-phase HUI mining algorithms [12]. Extending HUI-Miner [12], Fournier-Viger et al. designed the FHM algorithm
[15] and proposed an effective pruning strategy named EUCP. Krishnamoorthy presented the HUP-Miner algorithm [32],
which extends HUI-Miner [12] with two new and efficient pruning techniques. The EFIM algorithm [16] presented two
new utility-based upper bounds, namely local and sub-tree utility. These upper bounds, in a way, are equivalent to the uBi-
tem bound and uBfpe bounds in [13,14], respectively. With regard to the upper bounds of EFIM and those in previous works,
the local utility upper bound is generally tighter than the TWU, but equivalent to the TWU for any itemset containing a single
item [16]. The local utility bound is equivalent to the uBitem upper bound of d2HUP [13,14], and the sub-tree utility upper
bound is equivalent to the remaining utility upper bound and the uBfpe bound, which were proposed in HUI-Miner [12] and
d2HUP [13,14]. But in practice, how the upper bounds are applied by these algorithms in the process of high utility itemset
mining is not the same. For instance, it was shown that the sub-tree utility of EFIM is applied earlier than the remaining util-
ity of HUI-Miner, and can thus prune more itemsets. The reader can refer to [16] for a discussion of the upper bounds of EFIM.
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Moreover, EFIM introduced two novel and effective techniques to reduce the cost of database scans and improve the effec-
tiveness of HUIM, namely high-utility database projection (HDP) and high-utility transaction merging (HTM). It was found
that EFIM consumes less memory and has almost linear complexity with the number of transactions. Nguyen et al. presented
an algorithm, called iMEFIM [18], which extends EFIM to further reduce the cost of database scans. The authors also pro-
posed a new utility framework to properly handle transaction databases containing items with dynamic profit values [33].

Recently, the HUIM problem has been extended in various ways to consider additional constraints. Fournier-Viger et al.
introduced the ideas of local HUIs and peak HUIs to find interesting itemsets in non-predefined time intervals, and two algo-
rithms named LHUI-Miner and PHUI-Miner to find these itemsets [34]. Vo et al. introduced an algorithm called CoHUI-Miner
[35], which considers the relationship between items in high-utility itemsets to mine correlated HUIs (CoHUIs) in one phase.
An algorithm called LTHUI-Miner was designed to identify HUIs that are trending during a period of time [36]. It can deter-
mine the time intervals where itemsets have an increasing or decreasing utility to discover insightful HUIs. Sahoo et al.
extended the HUIM problem to discover high-utility association rules (HAR) [37] by proposing the HGB-HAR algorithm.
Then, Mai et al. [38] developed the LARM algorithm to mine HARs more efficiently using a high-utility itemset lattice. After
this, Mai et al. presented the LNR-HAR algorithm to mine non-redundant HARs based on the high-utility itemset lattice [39].
To remove the need for specifying or adjusting the minimum utility threshold, the problem of top-k high-utility itemset min-
ing was studied and efficient algorithms were designed, such as TKU and TKO [40], TKUL-Miner [41], TONUP [42], TKEH [43]
and THUI [44]. These approaches only require setting a small number of desired itemsets as k or n instead of a minimum
utility threshold. Although HUIM is a very active research area, none of the above algorithms consider that items are orga-
nized in a taxonomy. However, taxonomy information is available in many practical real-life applications of itemset mining
[23,26,45–48] and can provide valuable insights.

The concepts of item categorization, generalization, and taxonomy were introduced in the early days of research on FIM
and ARM by Skirant and Agrawal [25]. They designed Cumulate, the first algorithm to mine association rules in a database
with a taxonomy. Cumulate can find rules containing items from different abstraction levels in a transaction database. Later,
Hipp et al. created a depth-first-search (DFS) algorithm named Prutax [49] to efficiently discover cross-level frequent item-
sets by using a vertical database representation and two pruning strategies based on the taxonomy to eliminate infrequent
candidate itemsets. Sriphaew and Theeramunkong proposed an algorithm named SET [50], which performs a set-
enumeration based search and applies various constraints on the generalized itemsets to speed up the discovery process.
Vo and Le developed a novel algorithm named MMS_GIT-tree [20], which requires only one database scan to mine general-
ized association rules. The authors presented an improved version of the IT-tree structure [51], named GIT-tree, to store hier-
archical databases. The algorithm also put a structure called tidsets into use for faster support calculation of the generalized
itemsets. Wu et al. designed the GMAR and GMFI algorithms to mine generalized association rules [21]. While GMFI gener-
ates generalized ARs by finding all frequent itemsets, GMAR directly constructs generalized ARs. Both methods adopt the
FCET (frequent closed enumeration table) structure. Based on the FP-tree structure proposed by Han et al. [4], Pramudiono
et al. proposed the FP-tax algorithm [52] to mine multi-level association rules by performing a bidirectional traversal of the
constructed tree. Both traversal methods were shown to outperform Cumulate. Baralis et al. proposed a framework, namely
CoGAR [24], which employs multiple taxonomies to mine generalized association rules using constraints, such as schema
and opportunistic confidence constraints. Han et al. extended the multilevel itemset mining problem by combining it with
multiple minimum support thresholds [19], such that a threshold can be assigned to each abstraction level of the taxonomy.
The authors introduced a top-down breadth-first search (BFS) based approach to recursively analyze the transaction data-
base, starting from the most abstract itemsets. Lui et al. presented a method to mine multi-level itemsets using multiple
minimum support thresholds [53]. The proposed algorithm considers taxonomy distance and scans the original transactions
kþ 1 times, where k is the length of the largest itemset. For multilevel/cross-level HUI mining, there are to the best of our
knowledge only two algorithms that take an item taxonomy into account. The first one is ML-HUI Miner [27], which intro-
duced the concept of generalized high-utility itemsets using a taxonomy. ML-HUI Miner is based on the FHM algorithm as it
prunes candidates using the EUCS structure [27]. However, the relationships between different abstraction levels are not
considered to further reduce the search space. The second algorithm, which was proposed recently by Fournier-Viger
et al., is named CLH-Miner [28]. The authors defined a more general problem of mining cross-level HUIs to address some
issues of ML-HUI Miner. Recently, a variation of CLH-Miner was also presented for mining the top-k cross-level HUIs, named
TKC [54]. Although CLH-Miner extends FHM and introduces a novel GWU (generalized-weighted utilization) upper bound, it
still suffers from long runtime and high memory usage.

To address these limitations of recent algorithms, this paper presents a novel algorithm for cross-level HUIM. But before
presenting the algorithm, the next section introduces the preliminaries and the formal problem definition.
3. Preliminaries

The type of databases considered in this paper are quantitative transaction databases with a taxonomy. Though transac-
tion databases are used in retail stores, their structure is quite general and can be used to represent data in many other appli-
cations. The concepts of transaction databases and taxonomy are formally defined as follows.
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Definition 1. (Transaction database) [28]. Let there be a set of items I ¼ i1; i2; :::; imf g. A quantitative transaction database
is a multiset of transactions T1; T2; :::; Tnf g, denoted as D. Each transaction Tj in D is a set of items (i.e., Tj #IÞ and has a
unique transaction identifier (TID) j. Every item v 2 I is associated with a positive integer indicating its relative importance
(e.g., unit profit), called its external utility, and denoted as p vð Þ. For each item v 2 Tj, a positive integer q v ; Tj

� �
is defined

called the internal utility of vin Tj, which represents the purchase quantity of v .
For instance, consider the transaction database D of Table 1, which will be used throughout the paper to illustrate the

definitions. In that database, items are represented by lower-case letters. The database has eight transactions
(T1;T2; :::;T8). The transaction T3 indicates that items a;b; c;d and e have internal utility values of 1;5;1;3 and 1, respectively.
The external utility values of these items are 5;3;1;2;3 and 1, respectively, as presented in Table 2.

Definition 2. (Taxonomy) [27,28]. A taxonomy s is a tree (or a directed acyclic graph) defined for a quantitative transaction
database D. It has a leaf for each item v 2 I. Each inner node is an abstract category that aggregates all descendant leaf
nodes (items) or descendant categories into a higher-level category. A child-parent edge between two (generalized) items
v;w in s represents an ‘‘is-a” relationship. Inner nodes are called generalized items. The set containing all these generalized
items is denoted as GI, and the set containing both generalized and leaf items is denoted as AI. Hence, AI ¼ GI [I. Also, let
there be a relation LR#GI �I such that g;vð Þ 2 LR if there is a path from g to v . And, let there be a relation GR#AI � AI such
that d; fð Þ 2 GR if there is a path from item dto item f . An itemset P P#AIð Þis a set of items, such that and
9=v;w 2 Pjv 2 Desc w; sð Þ. An itemset P is a generalized itemset if 9g 2 P where g 2 GI: The definition of the concept of
descendants of a node w in a taxonomy s, denoted as Desc w; sð Þ, is given in Definition 3.
Definition 3. (Descendant) [28]. The leaf items of a generalized item g in a taxonomy s are all leaves that can be reached by
following paths starting from g. This set is formally defined as Leaf g; sð Þ ¼ vf j g;vð Þ 2 LRg. The descendant items of a (gen-
eralized) item d is the set Desc dð Þ ¼ ff j d; fð Þ 2 GRg. The level level dð Þ denotes the number of edges to be traversed to reach an
item d starting from the root node of s.

For example, in the taxonomy shown in Fig. 2, we have Leaf Xf g; sð Þ ¼ a;b; cf g and Desc Xf gð Þ ¼ Y; a;b; cf g, and
level Yð Þ ¼ 2.

Definition 4. (Utility of an item/itemset) [28]. An item v in a transaction Tj has a utility value, denoted as u v ; Tj
� �

, which is
calculated as q v ; Tj

� �� p vð Þ, in which q v ; Tj
� �

is the internal utility of v in Tj. An itemset P X# Ið Þ in a transaction Tjhas a
utility value calculated as u P; Tj

� � ¼P
v2Pu v ; Tj

� �
. Let g Pð Þ be the set of transactions containing P in D. The itemset P has a

utility value in the database D, which is calculated as u Pð Þ ¼P
Tc2g Pð Þu v ; Tj

� �
.

Table 1
An example quantitative transaction database.

TID Transactions TU

T1 a;1ð Þ; c;1ð Þ; d;1ð Þ 8
T2 a;2ð Þ; c;6ð Þ; e;1ð Þ 19
T3 a;1ð Þ; b;5ð Þ; c;1ð Þ; d;3ð Þ; e;1ð Þ 30
T4 b;4ð Þ; d;3ð Þ; e;1ð Þ 21
T5 a;1ð Þ; b;1ð Þ; c;1ð Þ 9
T6 d;2ð Þ; e;4ð Þ; f ;2ð Þ 18
T7 b;2ð Þ; c;2ð Þ 8
T8 c;3ð Þ; d;2ð Þ; e;3ð Þ 16

Table 2
Unit profits of all items in I.

Item Unit profit

a 5
b 3
c 1
d 2
e 3
f 1
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For instance, the utility of a in T3 is u af g;T3ð Þ ¼ 5� 1 ¼ 5. The utility of itemset P ¼ a; cf g in T3is
u a; cf g;T3ð Þ ¼ u af g;T3ð Þ þ u cf g;T3ð Þ ¼ 5� 1þ 1� 1 ¼ 6. The utility of P ¼ a; cf g in D (the whole Table 1) is
u a; cf gð Þ ¼ u af gð Þ þ u cf gð Þ ¼ u af g; T1ð Þ þ u af g;T2ð Þ þ u af g;T3ð Þ þ u cf g;T1ð Þ þ u cf g;T2ð Þ þ u cf g; T3ð Þ ¼ 28.

Definition 5. (Utility of a generalized item/itemset) [28]. A generalized item g in a transaction Tj has its utility, denoted as
u g; Tj
� �

, calculated as u g; Tj
� � ¼P

v2Leaf g;sð Þp vð Þ � q v; Tj
� �

;8v 2 AI. The utility of a generalized itemset GP in a transaction Tj is

determined as u GP; Tj
� � ¼P

d2GPu d; Tj
� �

. The utility of a generalized itemset GP in D is calculated as
u GPð Þ ¼P

Tj2g GPð Þu GP; Tj
� �

; in which g GPð Þis defined as follows: g GPð Þ ¼ Tj 2 Dj9P# Tj ^ PisaleafofGP
� �

.

For instance, the generalized item Y in T3 has a utility of u Y;T3ð Þ ¼ u a;T3ð Þ þ u b;T3ð Þ ¼ 1� 5þ 5� 3 ¼ 20. The descen-
dant of the generalized itemset P ¼ Y; cf g in T3 has a utility of u Y; cf g;T3ð Þ ¼ u Yf g;T3ð Þ þ u cf g;T3ð Þ ¼ 20þ 1� 1 ¼ 21: More-
over, the generalized itemset P ¼ Y; cf g has a utility of u Y; cf gð Þ ¼ u Y; cf g;T1ð Þþ u Y; cf g;T2ð Þþ
u Y; cf g;T3ð Þ þ u Y; cf g;T5ð Þ þ u Y; cf g;T7ð Þ ¼ 60.

Based on the above definitions and a user-specified minimum utility threshold l, an itemset X is considered a cross-level
high-utility itemset (CLHUI) if it is a high-utility itemset, which satisfies the l threshold, and contains items from different
abstraction levels.

Definition 6. (Cross-level high-utility itemset mining). The task of mining cross-level high-utility itemsets (CLHUIMs) is to
discover the set of all cross-level HUIs (CLHUIs). A (generalized) itemset is called a CLHUI if and only if its utility is no less
than a user-specified minimum utility threshold l: u Pð Þ � l [28].
4. Proposed algorithm

This section introduces the proposed FEACP algorithm, which is designed to efficiently enumerate all MLHUIs in a quan-
titative database D according to a taxonomy s and the l threshold. It is assumed without loss of generality that a total order
� is defined on items as follows: a � b for two items a; b 2 I [ GI, if level að Þ < level bð Þ or
level að Þ ¼ level bð Þ ^ GTWU að Þ > GTWU bð Þ:This ordering between levels ensures that the algorithm considers generalized
items before their descendant items, which is important as it enables itemset pruning in the search space. This ordering
is defined based on the GTWU measure as follows.

Definition 7. (Generalized Transaction Weighted Utilization – GTWU) [28]. A transaction Tc has its transaction utility
calculated as TU Tj

� � ¼P
x2Tj

u x; Tj
� �

: For an itemset P# I; the GTWU is computed as GTWU Pð Þ ¼P
Tj2g Pð ÞTU Tcð Þ. In the case of

P#GI, the GTWU is obtained as GTWU GPð Þ ¼P
Tj2g i2Leaf GP;sð Þð ÞTU Tj

� �
.
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For example, the TU values of transactions T1 to T8 for the running example of Table 1 are 8;19;30;21;9;18;8 and 16;
respectively. Besides, GTWU af gð Þ ¼ TU T1ð Þ þ TU T2ð Þ þ TU T3ð Þ þ TU T5ð Þ ¼ 8þ 19þ 30þ 9 ¼ 66. GTWU Yf gð Þ ¼ TU T1ð Þþ
TU T2ð Þ þ TU T3ð Þ þ TU T4ð Þ þ TU T5ð Þ þ TU T7ð Þ ¼ 8þ 19þ 30þ 21þ 9þ 8 ¼ 95.

For any itemset X, it can be seen that GTWU Pð Þ � u Nð Þ;8N � P (the GTWU of P is a utility-based upper bound on P and all
its supersets). To eliminate unpromising itemsets from the search space, the following GTWU-based pruning property is
used.

Property 1. (GTWU-based pruning) [28]. For any itemset P, P and all its supersets are low utility itemsets if GTWU Pð Þ < l.

The proposed algorithm explores the search space of itemsets using a depth-first search, which is based on a fixed pro-
cessing order on items from I called �. The algorithm checks conditions to prune unpromising itemsets early. The search is
conducted by starting from higher abstraction levels then moving towards lower abstraction levels. The search space of all
itemsets is of size 2jIj, which can be represented as a set-enumeration tree. The algorithm explores this search space using a
depth-first search starting from the root (the empty set). For any itemset, the algorithm recursively appends one item at a
time to this itemset according to the order, to generate larger itemsets (extensions).

Definition 8. (Extension) [28]. An extension of an itemset P is an itemset obtained by adding an item v to P. The set of all
extensions of P is E Pð Þ, E Pð Þ ¼ vf jv 2 AI ^ v � w;8w 2 P;v R Desc w; sð Þg.

To allow the quick calculation of the utility of an itemset and its extensions, the definition of utility-list is needed. Based
on the taxonomy defined in Definition 2, Definition 10 presents the utility list structure for each itemset considered during the
mining process. The utility-list structure was previously used in several HUIM algorithms to allow fast utility computation. It
stores utility information as well as a concept of remaining utility that is useful for reducing the search space.

Definition 9. (Remaining utility). The remaining utility of an itemset P in a transaction Tj is defined as
re P; Tj
� � ¼P

v2Tj^v2E Pð Þu v ; Tj
� �

[12–15].
Definition 10. (Utility-list). A utility-list is a set of tuples such that for each transaction Tj inDwhere a (generalized) itemset
P appears, there exists a tuple j; iutil; rutilð Þ, where iutil ¼ u P; Tj

� �
and rutil ¼ re P; Tj

� �
[12–15].

For example, if the total order is X � Z � Y � c � d � e � g � a � b, then the itemset X;df g has the utility-list:
1;8;0ð Þ; 3;27;3ð Þ; 4;18;3ð Þf g.
The CLH-Miner algorithm builds a tax-utility-list for each promising item and builds a tax-utility-list for each (general-

ized) itemset: The major difference between the tax-utility-list of CLH-Miner and the utility list in this paper is that the tax-
utility-list contains children, which is a set of pointers to the tax-utility-list of the child items of the itemset in the taxonomy.
The algorithm in this paper uses the utility list structure to keep track of the utility value of items in transaction, so the chil-
dren’s pointers are unnecessary. Furthermore, the difference between the utility list presented in this paper and the tradi-
tional utility list [12,15] is that the field rutil ¼ re P; Tj

� �
stores the remaining utility of itemset P in transaction Tj, and the

items appearing after P in Tj that have no hierarchical relationship to P and themselves.
The proposed algorithm scans the database one transaction at a time to create a hash-table containing tuples of the form

Item; iutilh i. When scanning a transaction Tj, for each item v of that transaction its generalized item P is updated in the hash-
table. If P is not already in the hash-table, then a new tuple is constructed as X; u v; Tj

� �� �
. Otherwise, the value of item P is

updated as iutil ¼ iutilþ u v; Tj
� �

. After the database scan is finished, the rutilvalue of each generalized item is calculated by
scanning each transaction Tj again to create a tuple j; iutil; rutilh i and obtain each generalized item’s utility-list. These pro-
cesses speed up the utility calculations for generalized items.
Table 3
The hash-table obtained from transaction T1 after
reading each item.

Hash-table Item

ItemIutil a
Y5

X5
ItemIutil c
Y5
X6
ItemIutil d
Y6
X5
Z2
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For instance, the hash-table updated after reading transaction T1from the databaseD : a;1ð Þ; c;1ð Þ; d;1ð Þf g is presented in
Table 3.

The CLH-Miner algorithm builds a tax-utility-list for each promising item and builds a tax-utility-list for each (general-
ized) itemset P visited in the search space by joining the tax-utility-list of items in Leaf P; sð Þwith those of generalized items.
In the worst case this algorithm requires O n�m� hð Þ space to join m tax-utility-lists of items in Leaf P; sð Þ, whereas n
denotes the number of transactions and h ¼ jGIj.

To effectively reduce the search space whenmining cross-level itemsets, the following upper bound is needed to prune an
unpromising item and all its extensions.

Definition 11. (Upper bound on the utility using the remaining utility) [13,28]). The remaining utility upper bound of an
itemset is calculated as reu Pð Þ ¼ u Pð Þ þ re Pð Þ. This value can be quickly determined by scanning through the utility-list of P
by adding all iutil and rutil values.
Property 2. (Pruning using the remaining utility upper bound). Itemset P and all its extensions are called low utility itemsets if
reu Pð Þ < l, and they can be safely removed from the search space.

This property was introduced in [28], but a proof was not given. Thus, in this paper, this property is proved as follows.

Proof:. Let P
0
be an extension itemset of P and for each transaction � P0 � P.

In the case where P is not a generalized itemset, the property was proved in [16].
Otherwise, P is a generalized itemset.

Let P
0
be an extension itemset of P ) P

0 	 P
� � ¼ P0=P
P 
 P0# t ) P
0
=P

� 	
# t=Pð Þ

u P
0
; t

� 	
¼ u P; tð Þ þ u P

0
=P

� 	
; t

� 	
¼ u P; tð Þ þ

X
i2Tj

V
i2leaf P0 =Pð Þ;sÞu i;tð Þð

u P; tð Þ þ
X

i2Tj
V

i2leaf P0 =Pð Þ;sÞu i;tð Þ�u P;tð Þþ
P

i2Tj
V

i2E Pð Þu i;tð Þ¼u P;tð Þþre P;tð Þ




Suppose g Pð Þ denotes the set of transactions containing P, and g P0
� �

those of P0, then:
P 
 P0 ) g P
0� 	

# g Pð Þ

u P
0� 	
¼

X
t2g P

0ð Þu P
0
; t

� 	
�

X
t2g X

0ð Þu P; tð Þ þ re P; tð Þ �
X

t2g Pð Þu P; tð Þ þ re P; tð Þ ¼ reu Pð Þ
So, if reu Pð Þ < l, itemset P and all of its extensions are low utility itemsets.
To reduce the database size and cost of reading the database, the high-utility projection database (HDP) strategy is used.

Definition 12. (Projected database). The set of items obtained by projecting a transaction Tj over an itemset P is denoted as Tj
� �

P

and calculated as Tj
� �

P ¼ kf jk 2 T ^ k 2 E Pð Þg. The multiset obtained after projecting itemset P over all transactions in D, denoted

DP , is calculated as DP ¼ Tj
� �

P

� ��Tj 2 D ^ Tj
� �

P–£g.
For instance, for the database D given in Table 1 and P ¼ bf g, the database DP can be constructed, which contains the

following transactions: T3ð ÞP ¼ c;d; ef g, T4ð ÞP ¼ d; ef gand T7ð ÞP ¼ cf g.
To reduce the search space, the following tighter, more effective upper bounds on the utility are utilized. They are the

local utility and sub-tree utility, which were introduced in previous state-of-the-art algorithms [13,14,16], but are here
adapted for taking a taxonomy into account with generalized items.

Definition 13. (Local utility). Let P be an itemset. Consider an item v 2 E Pð Þ. The local utility of v w.r.t P, denoted as lu P;vð Þ, is
defined as follows.

In the case where v is a specialized item, the local utility value of v w.r.t itemset P is computed using the formula intro-
duced in [13,14,16]:
lu P;vð Þ ¼
X

Tj2g P[ vf gð Þ u P; Tj
� �þ re P; Tj

� �� 
If item v is a generalized item in taxonomy, the local utility of v w.r.t itemset P is calculated as follows.
lu P;vð Þ ¼
X

Tj2g P[i2 Leaf v;sð Þf gð Þ u P; Tj
� �þ re P; Tj

� �� 
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The local utility is an upper bound used to prune the search space using the following property:

Property 3. (Local utility as an upper bound). Let M be an extension of an item v such that v 2 M. Then, lu M;vð Þ > u Mð Þ.
Proof:. Let N ¼ M [ vf g. If v is a specialized item, the property is proved in [16]. If v is instead a generalized item,

u Mð Þ ¼P
Tj2g M[i2 Leaf v ;sð Þf gð Þ u M; Tð Þ þP

i2Leaf v ;sð Þu i; Tð Þ
h i

. In that case, the local utility of P w.r.t to v

islu P;vð Þ ¼P
Tj2g P[i2 Leaf v ;sð Þf gð Þ u P; Tð Þ þP

i2Leaf v ;sð Þu i; Tj
� �þ u M{ð Þ v; sð Þð Þ

h i
� u Mð Þ. Thus lu P;vð Þ � u Pð Þ.

Consider the running example of Table 1, the local utility value of itemset af g with P ¼ £f g is lu £; að Þ ¼ 68, which is
given in Table 4.

The local utility of an itemset is always no less than its sub-tree utility. Hence, an itemset P [ vf g and all its extensions are
low utility itemsets if lu P; vð Þ < l, which means that an item v can be safely ignored from all sub-trees of P.

Definition 14. (Sub-tree utility). Let P be an itemset and v be an item that can be used to extend P based on the depth-first search
(i.e., v 2 E Pð ÞÞ.

In the case where v is a specialized item, the sub-tree utility value of v w.r.t itemset P is computed by the formula intro-
duced in [13,14,16]:
Table 4
Local u

Item

lu
su P;vð Þ ¼
X

Tj2g P[ vf gð Þ u P; Tj
� �þ u v ; Tj

� �þX
i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þu i; Tj

� �� �
Calculating the sub-tree utility value of a generalized item with respect to an itemset is one of the important contribu-
tions of this paper. If item v is a generalized item in taxonomy, the sub-tree utility of v w.r.t itemset X is calculated as
follows.
su P;vð Þ ¼
X

Tj2g P[i2 Leaf v ;sð Þf gð Þ u P; Tj
� �þX

i2Leaf v;sð Þu i; Tð Þ þ
X

i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þu i; Tj
� �� �
The sub-tree utility is used as an upper bound for pruning the search space using the following property:

Property 4. (Sub-tree utility as an upper bound). Let there be an itemset a, an item v 2 E Pð Þ, and an itemset N ¼ P [ vf g where P
is an extension of P; su P;vð Þ � u Nð Þ.
Proof:. Let N ¼ P [ vf g. If v is a specialized item, the property is proved in [16]. For the other case where v is a generalized item,

u Nð Þ ¼P
Tj2g P[i2 Leaf v ;sð Þf gð Þ u P; Tj

� �þP
i2Leaf v ;sð Þu i; Tj

� �h i
. The sub-tree utility of P w.r.t v is su P;vð Þ ¼P

Tj2g P[ Leaf v ;sð Þf gð Þ

u P; Tj
� �þP

i2Leaf v ;sð Þu i; Tj
� �þP

i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þu i; Tj
� �h i

¼P
Tj2g P[i2 Leaf v ;sð Þf gð Þ u N; Tj

� �þP
i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þu i; Tj

� �h i
� u Nð Þ: Thus

su P;vð Þ � u Nð Þ: Let’s consider another itemset M that is an extension of N with a generalized item v 0. Then,
u Mð Þ ¼P

Tj2g N[i2Leaf v 0 ;sð Þð Þu N; Tj
� �þP

Tj2g N[i2Leaf v 0 ;sð Þð Þ
P

i2Leaf v 0 ;sð Þu i; Tj
� �

: Because g Mð Þ# g Nð Þ and E v 0
� �

# E vð Þ, we have

su P;vð Þ � u Mð Þ.
It can be demonstrated that the itemset P [ vf g and all its extensions are low-utility itemsets if su P;vð Þ < l; and they can

thus be discarded from the search space [13,14,16]. The proposed algorithm utilizes this property for search space pruning.
Consider the running example of Table 1 and P ¼ af g as an example. We have that

su P; cð Þ ¼ 5þ 1þ 2ð Þ þ 10þ 6þ 3ð Þ þ 5þ 1þ 9ð Þ þ 5þ 1þ 0ð Þ ¼ 48.

Property 5. (Search space pruning using upper bounds). Let Pbe an itemset, a generalized item v ; and an itemset N ¼ P [ vf g.
Then, GTWU Nð Þ � lu P;vð Þ � reu Nð Þ ¼ su P;vð Þ.
tility of items in the running example.

a b c d e f X Y Z

68 59 92 93 103 17 113 95 112
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Proof:. If v is a specialized item, the property was proved in [16]. Otherwise, v is a generalized item where
GTWU Nð Þ ¼P

Tj2g P[ i2Leaf v ;sð Þf gð ÞTU Tj
� �

; lu P;vð Þ ¼P
Tj2g P[i2 i2Leaf v ;sð Þf gð Þ u P; Tj

� �þ re P; Tj
� �� 

and u P; Tj
� �þ re P; Tj

� � � TU Tj
� �

: Thus

GWU Nð Þ � lu P;vð Þ. reu Nð Þ ¼P
Tj2g p[ i2Leaf v ;sð Þf gð Þ u N; Tj

� �þ re P [ vf g; Tj
� �� 

and re P; Tj
� � � re P [ vf g; Tj

� �
so lu P;vð Þ � reu Nð Þ:

Finally, su P;vð Þ ¼P
Tj2g P[i2 Leaf v ;sð Þf gð Þ u P; Tj

� �þP
i2Leaf v ;sð Þu i; Tj

� �þP
i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þu i; Tj

� �h i
=

P
Tj2g P[i2 Leaf v ;sð Þf gð Þ u N; Tj

� �þ�
P

i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þu i; Tj
� ��:Because re P [ vf g; Tj

� � ¼P
i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þu i; Tj

� �
; it follows that reu Nð Þ ¼ su P;vð Þ.

According to Property 5, the local utility upper bound is tighter than the GTWU. Thus, the local utility can be more effective
for pruning the search space.

Regarding the sub-tree utility, if su P;vð Þ < l, the algorithm will prune both v and the descendant nodes of v in the depth
first search tree. While with N ¼ P [ vf g,reu Nð Þ only prunes the descendant nodes of v . Thus, the sub-tree utility is a tighter
upper bound than the reu Nð Þ:

Based on the local utility and sub-tree utility, the following definitions present the concepts of primary and secondary
items, which means items that need to be considered to explore the search space. These concepts [16] are extended for gen-
eralized items to mine cross-level itemsets.

Definition 15. (Primary items). Let P be an itemset. The set containing all primary items of P, denoted as P Pð Þ, is defined as
P Pð Þ ¼ vf jv 2 E Pð Þ ^ su P;vð Þ � lg.
Definition 16. (Secondary items). Similarly, let P be an itemset. Based on the local utility, the set containing all secondary items
of P, denoted as S Pð Þ, is determined as S Pð Þ ¼ vf jv 2 E Pð Þ ^ lu P;vð Þ � lg.

The uses of Primary items and Secondary items is similar to in EFIM and iMEFIM [16]. However, the sets P Pð Þ and S Pð Þ in
the current work can contain both generalized and specialized items that have no relationship to each item in itemset P.

Because lu P;vð Þ � su P;vð Þ, it follows that P Pð Þ#S Pð Þ (Property 5).

Definition 17. (Utility-Bin array). Consider the set I [ GI containing all distinct items in D and generalized items in GI. The
utility-bin array Uis an array of length I [ GIj j that has an entry U v½ � for each item v 2 I [ GI called a utility-bin. Each utility-bin
can be used to hold a utility value and is initialized to zero.

An algorithm can utilize a utility-bin array to determine the GTWU of any item when scanning item v in each transaction
Tj, GTWU v½ � ¼ GTWU v½ � þ TU Tj

� �
:For v 2 T \ E Pð Þ, the utility-bin is used to calculate the sub-tree utility w.r.t. an itemset X

assu v½ � ¼ su v½ � þ u X; Tj
� �þ u v ; Tj

� �þP
i2Tj^i�vu i; Tj

� �
:It also supports the calculation of the local utility w.r.t. an itemset X

as lu v½ � ¼ lu v½ � þ u P; Tj
� �þ re P; Tj

� �
.

The Utility-Bin array is defined in [16], but in this paper we extend this array to store and calculate the value of the sub-
tree utility, GTWU and local utility of generalized items in the set GI: When scanning the database to calculate the upper
bound, the Utility-Bin array regards generalized items as specialized items.

In traditional HUIM algorithms, the upper bounds usually contain only the utility of the promising items. In CLHUI min-
ing, if the upper bounds only contain the utility of the promising specialized items, they will miss out several generalized
items. This is because the utility of these generalized items is aggregated from the unpromising leaf items, which were pre-
viously discarded. Therefore, to accurately calculate these upper bounds we revise the remaining utility and sub-tree utility
of an itemset using the following definitions.

Definition 18. (The prefix of an itemset). Let P be an itemset. The prefix of an itemset is an itemset, denoted as pe Pð Þ, obtained
by removing the last item of P, denoted as li Pð Þ:

For example: Let an itemset K ¼ abf g, pe Kð Þ ¼ af g; li Kð Þ ¼ bf g.
To compute the remaining utility and sub-tree utility of an itemset P, Definition 9 and Definition 14 are used, respectively.

However, that would require scanning from the start of a transaction containing P. Thus, the following properties are pro-
posed to allow the rapid calculation of the remaining utility and sub-tree utility.

Property 6. (Fast computation of remaining utility). Let X be an itemset, and the remaining utility X can be computed as:
re P; Tj
� � ¼ re pe Pð Þ; Tj

� �	 u li Pð Þ; Tj
� �	X

v2Tj^v2E
0
Pð Þu v ; Tj

� �
Whereas
E
0
Pð Þ ¼ vf j ^ v 2 E pe Pð Þð Þ ^ v � li Pð Þ ^ v R Desc li Pð Þ; sð Þg
And re £; Tj
� � ¼ TU Tj

� �
.
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Proof:. re pe Pð Þ; Tj
� � ¼P

v2Tj^v2E pe Pð Þð Þu v ; Tj
� � ¼ u li Pð Þ; Tj

� �þP
v2Tj^v2E pe Pð Þð Þ^v�li Pð Þ^vRDesc li Pð Þ;sð Þ u v ; Tj

� �þP
v2Tj^v2E pe Pð Þð Þ

^v � li Pð Þ ^ v R Desc li Pð Þ; sð Þu v ; Tj
� � ¼ u li Pð Þ; Tj

� �þP
v2Tj^v2E pe Pð Þð Þ^v�li Pð Þ^vRDesc li Pð Þ;sð Þu v ; Tj

� �þ re P; Tj
� �

.

Consider the running example of Table 1 and P ¼ a;df g. We have that re P;T3ð Þ ¼ re a;T3ð Þ 	 u b;T3ð Þ þ u c;T3ð Þ	ð
u d;T3ð ÞÞ ¼ re £;T3ð Þ 	 u a;T3ð Þ 	 u b;T3ð Þ þ u c;T3ð Þ 	 u d;T3ð Þð Þ ¼ TU T3ð Þ 	 u a;T3ð Þ 	 u b; T3ð Þ þ u c;T3ð Þ 	 u d;T3ð Þð Þ ¼ 30	 5	
15	 1	 2 ¼ 3.

Property 7. (Fast computation of sub-tree utility). Let P be an itemset. The sub-tree utility of an itemset P w.r.t item v can be
computed as:
su P;vð Þ ¼
X

Tj2g P[i2 Leaf v ;sð Þf gð Þ u P; Tð Þ þ
X

i2Tj^i2E Pð Þu i; Tj
� �	X

i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þ^i�vu i; Tj
� �� �
Proof:. su P;vð Þ ¼P
Tj2g P[i2 Leaf v;sð Þf gð Þ u P; Tj

� �þP
i2Leaf v ;sð Þu i; Tj

� �þh P
i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þu i; Tj

� �� ¼P
Tj2g P[i2 Leaf v ;sð Þf gð Þ u pe Pð Þ; Tj

� �þ�
u li Pð Þ; Tj
� �þP

i2Leaf v ;sð Þu i; Tj
� �þP

i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þu i; Tj
� �þP

i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þ^i�vu i; Tj
� �	P

i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þ^i�vu i; Tj
� ��

And:
X
i2Leaf v;sð Þu i; Tj

� �þX
i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þu i; Tj

� �þX
i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þ^i�vu i; Tj

� � ¼X
i2Tj^i2E pe Pð Þ[li Pð Þð Þu i; Tj

� �

su P;vð Þ ¼
X

Tj2g P[i2 Leaf v ;sð Þf gð Þ u P; Tj
� �þX

i2Tj^i2E Pð Þu i; Tj
� �	X

i2Tj^i2E P[ vf gð Þ^i�vu i; Tj
� �� �
Property 6 and Property 7 were introduced and proven to accurately calculate the upper bounds. These values can be cal-
culated as follows:

- The remaining utility: assuming a transaction Tj
� �

P is obtained after projecting Tj on an itemset P, the remaining utility of
P is computed and saved to a variable. This value will be used to calculate the remaining utility of supersets of P in the
transaction. Tj

� �
Pis then scanned from left to right. For each scanned item, the utility of that item is subtracted from the

remaining utility of the previous item to obtain the remaining utility.
- The process of calculating the subtree-utility of an itemset w.r.t an item v is similar to that of the remaining utility. The
projected transaction Tj

� �
P stores the utility and remaining utility of P. Tj

� �
P is then scanned from left to right to remove

the utility of the item before v from the remaining utility.

4.1. FEACP algorithm

The proposed FEACP algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. It accepts three input parameters that are a quantitative data-
base D, a taxonomy s, and the user-defined threshold l. The overall process is done as follows:

� Line #1 initializes the current itemset P to the empty set (£). In the case where P ¼£, lu P;vð Þ ¼ GTWU vð ).
� Line #2 scans the database D along with the taxonomy s to compute the local utility of every item v 2 I and the GTWUs
of generalized items of v using a utility-bin array. This phase utilizes Definition 13.
� In the next line (Line #3), the algorithm compares the local utility of each item to l to construct the set of all secondary
items of P, S Pð Þ, using Property 3 and Definition 16.
� Then at line #4, S Pð Þ is sorted based on the total order � of levelsand the TWU .
� At line #5, the algorithm then performs another database scan of D using taxonomy s to find all generalized items cor-
responding to secondary items in each transaction, and obtains their Tid, utility and remaining utility. For each transac-
tion, a tuple j; iutil; rutilh i in the utility list of this generalized item is created to store all the obtained information, which is
based on Definition 10. All items that are not in S Pð Þ are removed from the transaction to reduce memory usage. The algo-
rithm then reduces the size of the database D by removing all transactions that become empty after removing these
items.
� Line #6 performs a third scan of the database and taxonomy to compute the sub-tree utility of every item in S Pð Þ using
Definition 14.
� Based on Definition 15, line #7 constructs the primary set with respect to itemset P;P Pð Þ. These two constructed sets, P Pð Þ
and S Pð Þ, are used to reduce the search space by pruning all itemsets and their extensions that do not satisfy the l thresh-
old using Property 3 and Property 4 of the local utility and sub-tree utility, respectively.
� With all the necessary information gathered, the DFS-based Search procedure (Algorithm 2) is executed at line #8 to tra-
verse the search space recursively and extend the initial itemset P to find all CLHUIs.
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Algorithm 1: The FEACP Algorithm
Input: quantitative database D, taxonomy s, thresholdl
Output: all discovered CLHUIs
1. P ¼£;
2. Scan D, s and use a utility-bin array to calculate lu P;vð Þ for each v 2 I, and each generalized item g 2 GI;
3. S Pð Þ ¼ v v 2 I ^ lu P;vð Þ > l ^ gj jg 2 GI ^ lu P; gð Þ > lf g;
4. Calculate the total � order of Level and of GTWU values on S Pð Þ;
5. Scan D to store each generalized item g 2 S Pð Þ in each transaction, discard every item v R S Pð Þ from transactions,
sort items in each transaction, delete empty transactions, and then build and store the utility-list of each generalized
item of the database in a variable UtilityList;
6. Using a utility-bin array, compute the sub-tree utility su P;vð Þ of each item v and
g 2 S Pð Þ by scanning D;
7. P Pð Þ ¼ v jv 2 S Pð Þ ^ su P; vð Þ � l ^ gjg 2 S Pð Þ ^ su P; gð Þ � lf g;
8. SEARCH (P, D, P Pð Þ, S Pð Þ, l, UtilityList);

Algorithm 2: The SEARCH procedure
Input: itemset P, P-projected database DP , primary items of P: P Pð Þ, secondary items of P: S Pð Þ, l, UtilityList
Output: all extensions of P that are CLHUIs.
1. FOR EACH itemv 2 P Pð Þ DO
2. N ¼ P [ vf g, ExtensionUL ¼£; S Pð Þ0 ¼ z 2 S Pð Þjz R Desc vð Þf g;
3. Scan DP to determine u Nð Þ, construct DN , remove every item 2 Desc vð Þ from D and remove empty transactions;
4. IF u Nð Þ � l THEN output N;
5. IF v is a generalized item THEN ExtensionUL UtilityList vð Þ
6. ScanDN to compute su N;wð Þ and lu N;wð Þ for every itemw 2 S Nð Þ0 using two utility-bin arrays; Ifw is a generalized
item with a utility-list u wð ÞinUtilityList wð Þ, then add u wð Þto ExtensionUL wð Þ;
7.P Nð Þ ¼ w 2 S Pð Þf jsu Y;wð Þ � lg;
8.S Nð Þ ¼ w 2 S Pð Þ0

n ���lu Y;wð Þ � lg;
9. Remove each item w 2 ExtensionULsuchthatlu Y ;wð Þ < l;
10. SEARCH(N, DN , P Nð Þ, S Nð Þ, l, ExtensionUL);
11. END

Algorithm 2 accepts six arguments as input: an itemset P to be extended, the projected database DP of P, the set of primary
and secondary items of P, the minimum utility thresholdl, and the utility-lists UtilityListof generalized items in D. The
details of the depth-first search process to further explore a given itemset are described as follows.

� Lines #1 to #11 form a loop to examine every single-item extension of P made using each item v 2 P Pð Þ based on Def-
inition 8, that is of the form N ¼ P [ vf g, which is given in line #2.
� Considering the extension N, line #3 performs a database scan to determine the utility of N and construct N’s projected
database, namelyDN , using Definition 12. DN is built to reduce the cost of the database scan, especially for those with long
transactions.
� Line #4 checks whether N has a utility greater or equal to l. If so, then N is output as a CLHUI. Otherwise, N is a low utility
itemset.
� In this case, DN is scanned once more at line #6 to determine the sub-tree and local utility of each item w that could be
used to extend N. This step is required to construct P Nð Þ and S Nð Þ at lines #7 and #8, respectively.
� Line #9 prunes each item w from the utility-list if the extension of N using w has a utility value that does not satisfy the l
threshold.
� At line #10, the Search algorithm is then recursively invoked to continue exploring the search space to extend N.

Based on the properties and theorems presented in previous sections, when FEACP terminates all and only the cross-level
high-utility itemsets have been output. Since the taxonomy s is always considered during the calculation of the GTWU val-
ues to construct the utility-lists and during the DFS-based search, the discovered itemsets are cross-level HUIs. Furthermore,
Definitions 3 and 9 also ensure this, since at every expansion of an itemset P using P Pð Þ, the taxonomy s is always considered.

In the next subsection, an example will be presented to illustrate in detail the process of mining CLHUIs using the pro-
posed FEACP algorithm.
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4.2. A descriptive example

This subsection offers a detailed walkthrough of how the proposed FEACP algorithm discovers CLHUIs in the running
database D of Table 1 and Table 2, assuming l ¼ 65.

� Step 1. The current itemset P is initialized to £.
� Step 2. For every item v 2 AI, the value of lu P;vð Þ is determined. The lu P;vð Þ values are given in Table 5.
� Step 3. Using the calculated lu P;vð Þ values of every item, the set S Pð Þ is constructed. In this case, S Pð Þ ¼ a; c;d; e;X;Y;Zf g.
� Step 4. The set S Pð Þ is then sorted in ascending order of level and then descending order of lu P;vð Þvalues. Thus,
S Pð Þ ¼ X;Z; c;d;Y; e; af g.
� Step 5. Every transaction inD is then sorted by the order of S Pð Þ. The result is the database given in Table 7. The algorithm
then constructs the utility-lists of generalized items, which are shown in Table 6. All items not in S Pð Þ are removed from
all transactions since they cannot be part of a HUI.
� Step 6. For every secondary item v , su P;vð Þ is computed for P ¼£. The results are given in Table 8.
� Step 7. Using the values obtained from the previous step, the set P að Þ is constructed as P Pð Þ ¼ X;Z; cf g.
� Step 8. The algorithm is then recursively invoked to explore larger itemsets. It is invoked with the following parameters:
Search P ¼£;D;P Pð Þ ¼ X; Z; cf g;S Pð Þ ¼ X;Z; c;d;Y; e; af gð , l ¼ 65Þ.

- The item X is first processed by the Search function, N ¼ P [ Xf g ¼ Xf g.
- Each item of Desc Nð Þ is removed. The result is S Pð Þ0 ¼ Z;d; ef g.
- Because T6does not containLeaf P; sð Þ, the transactions T1;T2;T3;T4;T5;T7andT8 are scanned to calculate u Nð Þ ¼ 77, and the
projected database DN is constructed, which is shown in Table 9.

- Since u Nð Þ satisfies l, Xf gis output as a CLHUI.
- According to Table 9, T5 and T7 are removed since they are now empty transactions. The resulting database is shown in
Table 10.

- The utility-list U Pð Þ is then also used to calculate the lu P;vð Þand su P;vð Þ values of each item v 2 S Pð Þ. The result is given
in Table 11.

- Given that l ¼ 65, the constructed sets P Nð Þ and S Nð Þ with respect to N areP Nð Þ ¼ Z;df g and S Nð Þ ¼ Z;d; ef g,
respectively.

- Then, the Search function is recursively invoked to discover CLHUIs that can be obtained by extending Y using secondary
items, using the following parameters Search N ¼ Pf g;DN;P Nð Þ ¼ Z;df g;S Nð Þ ¼ Z;d; ef g;l ¼ 65ð Þ.
o With N ¼ XZf g, it is found that u Nð Þ ¼ 102 > l:Thus; this itemset is a CLHUI. Moreover, DY is empty.
o With N ¼ Xdf g, u Nð Þ ¼ 83 > l and thus it is a CLHUI. The results returned when calling the Search function with

N ¼ Xdf gare given in Table 12 to Table 14.Table 13.
o The Search function is then again recursively called to extend Xdf gin a similar way. The CLHUI Xdef g is found.

At this step, the FEACP algorithm has now finished processing item P. The next item in the set S Nð Þ is then considered. For
N ¼ Zf g and N ¼ cf g, the calculated utility values are u Zf gð Þ ¼ 54 and u cf gð Þ ¼ 19, respectively. Thus, no other CLHUIs were
discovered. The determined values of N ¼ Zf g are presented in

Table 15 to Table 17. The calculated values of N ¼ cf g are presented in Table 18 to Table 20. All found CLHUIs are listed in
Table 21,.Table 16., Table 19.
5. Evaluation studies

To evaluate FEACP’s performance, experiments were performed on a computer with an Intel� Core-i5TM processor clocked
at 3.1 GHz and 8 GB of RAM, running the Windows 10 operating system. We compared the performance of FEACP in terms of
execution time and peak memory usage for mining CLHUIs against CLH-Miner. The ML-HUI Miner algorithm was not
included in this test since it only mines multi-level itemsets, rather than cross-level itemsets. Considering each level of
the taxonomy separately is easier than the problem solved by FEACP and CLH-Miner and produces fewer itemsets. To have
a better understanding of this latter aspect, we also compared the number of itemsets discovered by the proposed algorithm
with CLH-Miner and ML-HUI Miner. We also evaluated the effectiveness of the sub-tree utility pruning of the FEACP algo-
rithm by comparing with a version where only the local utility is used to reduce the search space. That version is denoted
as FEACP(lu). It is to be noted that we do not compare this with a variant of CLH-Miner named TKC, which was recently
designed to mine the top-k cross-level high-utility itemsets [54]. The reason is that TKC was outperformed in terms of exe-
cution time by CLH-Miner on all tested databases [54]. The Java programming language (JDK 8.0) was used to implement the
Table 5
The lu P; vð Þvalue of each item v 2 AI for P ¼£.

Item a b c d e f X Y Z

lu 68 59 92 93 103 17 113 95 112
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Table 7
The preprocessed database.

TID Items

T1 c;1ð Þ; d;1ð Þ; a;1ð Þ
T2 c;6ð Þ; e;1ð Þ; a;2ð Þ
T3 c;1ð Þ; d;3ð Þ; e;1ð Þ; a;1ð Þ
T4 d;3ð Þ; e;1ð Þ
T5 c;1ð Þ; a;1ð Þ
T6 d;2ð Þ; e;4ð Þ
T7 c;2ð Þ
T8 c;3ð Þ; d;2ð Þ; e;3ð Þ

Table 6
Utility-lists of generalized items X, Y and Z.

Utility-list ofX Utility-list ofY Utility-list ofZ
Tid Util Rutil Tid Util Rutil Tid Util Rutil

1 6 2 1 5 3 1 2 6
2 16 3 2 10 6 2 3 16
3 21 9 3 20 7 3 9 6
4 12 9 4 12 6 4 9 0
5 11 0 5 5 6 6 18 0
7 8 0 7 6 2 8 13 3
8 3 13

Table 9
Projecting N ¼ Xf g on D.

TID Items

T1 d;1ð Þ
T2 e;1ð Þ
T3 d;3ð Þ; e;1ð Þ
T4 d;3ð Þ; e;1ð Þ
T5
T7
T8 d;2ð Þ; e;3ð Þ

Table 10
The obtained database D after discarding empty
transactions.

TID Items Generalized Item

T1 d;1ð Þ Z
T2 e;1ð Þ Z
T3 d;3ð Þ; e;1ð Þ Z
T4 d;3ð Þ; e;1ð Þ Z
T8 d;2ð Þ; e;3ð Þ Z

Table 8
The calculated su P; vð Þ value of each item v 2 AI for
P ¼£.

Item X Z c D Y e a

su 113 85 71 59 67 45 25
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Table 13
The lu Y; vð Þand su N; vð Þ values forN ¼ Xdf g.

Item e

su 67
lu 67

Table 15
Projecting N ¼ Zf g on D.

TID Items

T1 c;1ð Þ; a;1ð Þ
T2 c;6ð Þ; a;2ð Þ
T3 c;1ð Þ; a;1ð Þ
T8 c;3ð Þ

Table 11
The calculated values of lu N; vð Þ and su N; vð Þ for
N ¼ Xf g.

Item Z d e

su 94 75 60
lu 94 75 86

Table 16
The calculated values of lu N; vð Þ, su N; vð Þ for N ¼ Zf g.

Item c Y a

su 60 62 34
lu 60 73 42

Table 14
The primary and secondary items for N ¼ Xdf g.

P Nð Þ e

S Nð Þ e

Table 12
The projection of N ¼ Xdf g on D.

TID Items

T3 e;1ð Þ
T4 e;1ð Þ
T8 e;3ð Þ
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Table 22
Database characteristics.

Database Dj j Ij j GIj j MaxLevel TMAXj j TAVGj j Density

Foodmart 53;537 1;560 102 5 28 4:60 Sparse
Fruithut 181;970 1;265 43 4 36 3:58 Sparse
Chainstore 1;112;949 40;086 11;936 10 170 7:20 Sparse
Connect 67;557 129 40 4 43 43:00 Dense
Accidents 340;183 468 216 6 51 33:80 Dense
Chess 3;196 75 30 3 37 37:00 Dense

Table 18
Projecting N ¼ cf g on D.

TID Items

T1 d;1ð Þ; a;1ð Þ
T2 e;1ð Þ; a;2ð Þ
T3 d;3ð Þ; e;1ð Þ; a;1ð Þ
T5 a;1ð Þ
T8 d;2ð Þ; e;3ð Þ

Table 21
All found MLHUIs.

CLHUIs Utility

Xf g 77
X; Zf g 102
X;df g 83
X;d; ef g 129

Table 19
The calculated values of lu N; vð Þ and su N; vð Þ for
N ¼ cf g.

Item d Y e a

su 39 68 40 39
lu 39 76 50 53

Table 17
Primary and secondary items of N ¼ Zf g.

P Nð Þ £

S Nð Þ Y

Table 20
Primary and secondary items of N ¼ Zf g.

P Nð Þ Y

S Nð Þ Y
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Fig. 3. Runtime comparison on the tested databases.
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compared algorithms. Runtime and memory usage were recorded using the Java API. The source code of the FEACP algorithm
and all test datasets used in this section are available on GitHub1.

Six databases with taxonomy were used to evaluate the performance of the tested algorithms. Foodmart2 and Fruithut3

contain a built-in taxonomy, while the Chainstore, Connect, Accidents and Chess databases have synthetic taxonomies. Chain-
store, Connect, Accidents and Chess were obtained from the SPMF open-source data mining package, while the taxonomy infor-
1 Source: https://github.com/nguyenthanhtunghutechsg/FEACP-Evaluation
2 Source: https://github.com/arunkjn/foodmart-mysql
3 Source: https://data.world/agriculture/fruit-vegetable-market-news
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mation of the two first datasets were extracted from the original dataset files, which was obtained from the URL provided in the
footnotes.

The characteristics of these databases are listed in Table 22. In that table, jDj is the transaction count of D, jIj is the num-
ber of distinct items, jGIj is the generalized item count, TMAX is the maximum transaction length, TAVG is the average trans-
action length, MaxLevel is the maximum level in each database and the last column is the density of each database. The last
column of the table shows the density of the databases. It can be seen in Table 22 that Chainstore is the largest of all data-
bases, containing over 1 M transactions and 40 K items. Its taxonomy was also synthesized to be the deepest, with 10 levels.
Chess is the smallest of all the databases, with over 3 K transactions and 75 items. Its taxonomy is also only three levels.
However, by looking at the TAVG and TMAX properties, Chess is the densest database.

First, we evaluated how the runtime of each algorithm is influenced by the l threshold on the test databases for various l
threshold values. The algorithms were initially executed on the test databases with a high l threshold and then the thresh-
old was lowered until one of the following conditions was observed: the test algorithms had too long runtimes, threw an out
of memory exception, or there was a clear winner. The execution times of the tested algorithms are presented in Fig. 3 for
each database. For CLH-Miner, no result is given for the l threshold from the value of 50:2Mto 50:0M on Connect since the
algorithm took over three hours. Hence, FEACP and FEACP(lu) have the best runtimes. FEACP terminated in 628 seconds and
FEACP(lu) completed its work in 3;190 seconds.

The results show that FEACP has much better performance than CLH-Miner for all l threshold values. The first two data-
bases are Foodmart and Fruithut, which are sparse databases, and the performances of FEACP and FEACP(lu) were about the
same, with FEACP(lu) slightly better at low l thresholds on the Foodmart database. The explanation for this is clearly based
on the definitions of sub-tree utility and local utility. Although FEACP can prune a larger number of unpromising candidates
using both the sub-tree and local utility upper bounds compared to FEACP(lu), its computational cost is higher than that of
FEACP(lu) with only the local utility. For example, on the Foodmart database (Fig. 3a) FEACP finished in 147s, FEACP(lu) fin-
ished 133s and CLH-Miner required 798s. The runtime of FEACP on this database is 5:4 times shorter than that of CLH-Miner.
The same execution time reduction can be observed on the Fruithut database. Generally speaking, the performances of
FEACP and FEACP(lu) are better than those of CLH-Miner, from 3:5 to 5:4 times on the Foodmart database (Fig. 3a) and from
2:8 to 7:8 times on the Fruithut (Fig. 3b) database.

The same results were seen on the Chainstore database (Fig. 3c), which is a large and sparse database with over 1M trans-
actions. The performances of both FEACP and the unoptimized version FEACP(lu) are also better than that of CLH-Miner.
However, the speed gained is not as high as on Foodmart and Fruithut, as it is only 1:2 to 1:7 times better. This is due to
the nature of a large and sparse database, containing short transactions, combined with 10 abstraction levels and almost
12K generalized items. The algorithms need to consider and prune a large number of cross-level candidates, thus lowering
the performance.

The next three databases are Connect, Accidents and Chess. They are all have high density compared to the previous data-
bases. For the Connect database (Fig. 3d), which is a dense database, FEACP has shown its effectiveness with its tight sub-tree
utility pruning with an extremely low runtime when compared to FEACP(lu) and CLH-Miner. CLH-Miner’s execution time
started to exceed 3 h at l ¼ 50:2M and below, thus no further tests were needed since FEACP took only 628s;826s and
937s at the same l thresholds. The sub-tree utility eliminated numerous itemsets having su values that do not meet the
l threshold. While the GTWU, which is used in both FEACP(lu) and CLH-Miner, still left behind a lot of candidates to be
checked. The FEACP(lu) pruned the candidates using only local utility, and the pruning effectiveness is not as good as that
of the sub-tree utility, and its running time increased from 2:3 times to 5:4 times. Furthermore, the runtime of FEACP is over
24 times better than that of CLH-Miner. Thus, the GTWU is clearly not as efficient as the sub-tree utility, which is used by
FEACP. The same runtime results are also observed in the Accidents (Fig. 3e) and Chess (Fig. 3f) databases. As observed from
the results, FEACP has again shown its efficiency over FEACP(lu) and CLH-Miner. In the Accidents database (Fig. 3e), FEACP is
faster than CLH-Miner by from 1.02 times at l ¼ 1:91M to 1.42 times at l ¼ 1:87M; it is also faster than the unoptimized
version FEACP(lu) by up to 1.2 times. The database that has the highest increase in speed for FEACP is Chess. This is a highly
dense database, and so FEACP has the best execution time here (Fig. 3f). It finished the work from 2.0 s to 25.0 s in all the
tested l thresholds, while FEACP(lu) required from 3 to 80 s. CLH-Miner took from 7 s to 4,423 s to finish its task in the same
l range. From the obtained data, it is seen that FEACP is 4 to 177 times faster than CLH-Miner, and 1.5 times to 3.2 times
better than its unoptimized version. The vertical axis of the chart in Fig. 3f has to be switched from linear scale into loga-
rithmic to clearly illustrate the large differences in running times of FEACP, FEACP(lu) and CLH-Miner. Thus FEACP, with
the efficient pruning strategies applied, can eliminate many candidates found in the dense databases, and significantly
reduce the mining time. Based on this evaluation, the FEACP algorithm has the highest mining performance on the dense
databases.

The number of discovered itemsets from the test databases is shown in Table 23 and Table 24. Table 23 presents the num-
ber of itemsets obtained from the sparse databases, and Table 24 shows the ones obtained from the dense databases. To have
a better view about the number of itemsets found by the algorithms, the HUI counts from each database at different l
thresholds are also presented. Since both FEACP and FEACP(lu) return the same number of itemsets, FEACP(lu) is omitted
from Table 23 and Table 24. As observed from these tables, FEACP and CLH-Miner return the same set of cross-level HUIs
while the number of HUIs returned is much smaller. To obtain the HUIs from the test databases, empty taxonomies were
used. The reason for this is that FEACP and CLH-Miner find cross-level itemsets, which contain more combinations of items
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Table 23
Number of discovered itemsets in sparse databases at various l thresholds.

Foodmart Fruithut Chainstore
l FEACP &CLH-Miner HUIs l FEACP &CLH-Miner HUIs l FEACP &CLH-Miner HUIs

10K 2,134,247 1321 10K 23,325 154 1:50B 3 0
20K 599,085 805 20K 6339 37 1:55B 2 0
30K 292,795 301 30K 2988 17 1:60B 2 0
40K 172,231 30 40K 1710 10 1:65B 2 0
50K 119,072 0 50K 1108 6 1:70B 2 0
60K 84,650 0 60K 793 5 1:75B 2 0
70K 66,239 0 70K 582 4 1:80B 1 0
80K 52,672 0 80K 439 3 1:85B 1 0
90K 42,799 0 90K 351 3 1:90B 1 0

Table 24
Number of discovered itemsets in dense databases at various l thresholds.

Connect Accidents Chess
l FEACP &CLH-Miner HUIs l FEACP &CLH-Miner HUIs l FEACP &CLH-Miner HUIs

50:0M 12 0 187:0M 6 0 1:70M 811 0
50:1M 12 0 187:5M 6 0 1:75M 453 0
50:2M 6 0 188:0M 6 0 1:80M 243 0
50:3M 4 0 188:5M 6 0 1:85M 132 0
50:4M 4 0 189:0M 5 0 1:90M 65 0
50:5M 4 0 189:5M 5 0 1:95M 39 0
50:6M 4 0 190:0M 4 0 2:00M 18 0
50:7M 4 0 190:5M 4 0 2:05M 8 0
50:8M 4 0 191:0M 4 0 2:10M 5 0
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from several levels of abstractions than traditional HUIs. In the case of Chainstore and Connect, the number of HUIs returned
is zero across all the l thresholds tested. It can be concluded that the results returned by traditional HUI algorithms may
miss several meaningful itemsets which can be discovered by FEACP and CLH-Miner. For example, for l ¼ 750K and the
Fruithut dataset, FEACP and CLH-Miner were able to discover five CLHUIs, some of which contain items from different
abstraction levels, such as Cabbages;AsianVegiesf g; Cabbages;BunchVegiesf g and AsianVegies;Cucumbersf g, while the number
of HUIs returned is zero, which completely missed the itemsets found by FEACP and CLH-Miner.

To evaluate the impact of the l threshold on memory consumption, the peak memory usage of each algorithm was
recorded. Fig. 4 presents the results. Generally, on all the tested databases the memory usage of FEACP is always lower than
that of FEACP(lu), since the sub-tree utility is able to tighten the search space further than the local utility upper bound, and
thus the low memory consumption. As in the runtime evaluations on the first two databases, Foodmart (Fig. 4a) and Fruithut
(Fig. 4b), the memory usage of both FEACP and FEACP(lu) is much lower than that of CLH-Miner, thanks to the effective use of
upper bounds to prune the search space. The memory usage of FEACP on Foodmart (Fig. 4a) is cut by 49% at l ¼ 10Kwhen
compared with CLH-Miner, and by 4% when compared with FEACP(lu). The same memory usage reduction is also observed
on the Fruithut database (Fig. 4b). At l ¼ 10K, FEACP reduced memory consumption by 2% when compared with FEACP(lu)
and 55% when compared with CLH-Miner.

On the large-sparse Chainstore database, CLH-Miner has better memory consumption when compared against both
FEACP and FEACP(lu). On average CLH-Miner consumed 6% less memory than FEACP and 11% less than FEACP(lu) across
all l thresholds. This can be explained by the fact that the number of itemsets that need to be stored in the utility-list of
FEACP and FEACP(lu) is much higher than with CLH-Miner. This thus leads to 6% and 11% higher memory usage on average
on FEACP and FEACP(lu), respectively, when compared to CLH-Miner.

With regard to the Connect database (Fig. 4d), which is a dense database, FEACP kept the memory usage as low as 12% of
that of CLH-Miner for high l thresholds, and up to 47% lower at l ¼ 50:3M. After that, since the runtime of CLH-Miner
exceeded three hours, no further tests were needed. FEACP(lu), which employs only local utility to prune candidates, obvi-
ously consumedmore memory than FEACP in this test, at an average of 15%more across all thresholds. Considering the Acci-
dents database in Fig. 4e, FEACP also has the lowest memory usage, which is 5% lower than CLH-Miner and 11% lower than
FEACP(lu) on average. FEACP(lu) has shown that with only local utility applied its pruning efficiency is not as good compared
to both FEACP and CLH-Miner in this database, hence the highest memory usage here. Regarding Chess (Fig. 4f), it is the
smallest and the last of the tested databases. CLH-Miner managed to keep the memory usage lower than both FEACP and
FEACP(lu) at high l thresholds, by up to 8% compared to FEACP and 13% compared to FEACP(lu). This can be explained
by the fact that CLH-Miner is capable of pruning more candidates than FEACP and FEACP(lu) at these thresholds. However,
as the threshold was reduced further FEACP again showed its efficiency in candidate pruning, keeping the memory usage
from 1% to 4% lower than CLH-Miner, starting from l ¼ 1:85M. As seen in the runtime evaluation, FEACP has proven its effec-
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Fig. 4. Memory usage comparison on the test databases.
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tiveness with dense databases. Overall, the proposed FEACP algorithm, which applies efficient pruning strategies, managed
to keep the average memory usage low by eliminating unpromising candidates from the search space when mining cross-
level itemsets.

Another reason why FEACP achieved a substantial speed boost and has more effective memory consumption is because it
extends the framework of the EFIM algorithm [16], which is an efficient algorithm for HUIM. Using the highly effective upper
bounds method to prune candidates from EFIM, FEACP can discard many more unpromising itemsets when compared to
CLH-Miner and thus dramatically reduce the time and memory needed to mine CLHUIs. However, as pointed out in [18]
the drawback of EFIM on large sparse databases is also the drawback of FEACP on such databases when compared to
CLH-Miner, which is extended from the FHM algorithm [28].
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6. Conclusion and future work

In this work, a novel algorithm named FEACP was presented to efficiently discover cross-level high-utility itemsets in
quantitative databases. FEACP takes as input a quantitative transaction database with an item taxonomy, which describes
categories and sub-categories of items. FEACP relies on upper bounds on the utility and pruning strategies. This makes it pos-
sible to reduce the number of itemsets that FEACP visits in the search space. FEACP adopts these techniques to discover the
complete set of cross-level high-utility itemsets in quantitative transaction databases. Several experiments were conducted
on both synthetic and real databases, which confirmed that FEACP can find insightful itemsets. Furthermore, through these
empirical evaluations FEACP has been shown to have excellent performance in terms of mining time and memory consump-
tion with respect to the previous state-of-the-art algorithm for the same problem, namely CLH-Miner. The execution time of
FEACP was found to be up to 177 times less than that of CLH-Miner while returning the same set of discovered itemsets.
Furthermore, the memory consumption of FEACP is about half that of CLH-Miner on the three test databases (Foodmart,
Fruithut and Connect), thanks to the effective search space pruning strategies. However, the memory consumption of FEACP
on large, sparse databases is higher than that of CLH-Miner in the case of the Chainstore database. For future works, we will
focus on extending FEACP to mine closed or maximal CLHUI from transaction databases, applying more effective pruning
strategies to address the drawback on large sparse databases. Parallel computing frameworks will be studied to reduce min-
ing time, as well as be able to compute with larger databases.
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